5 Reasons to use Children’s Colorado Connect

Here are 5 reasons your office should utilize our external-facing web portal, Children’s Colorado Connect.

Expedite Referrals
Entering a referral into Children’s Colorado Connect is the fastest way to get a patient scheduled. It goes directly into a work queue for our referral schedulers. Information entered into the referral is immediately available to Children’s Hospital Colorado’s schedulers, reducing appointment delays. Faxed orders have a longer turnaround time.

While a bit more work, if you can assign a staff member in your office to transcribe the signed order from your system into Children’s Colorado Connect, it reduces rework by your staff and ensures the patient is being scheduled as soon as possible.

Referral Tracking
Use the system tools to track the status of the referral, appointment, and outcome. Receive notifications when a referral is authorized, scheduled, completed, or cancelled.

Communicate with Providers
Communicate with specialists on shared established patients via In Basket (messaging).

E-Consults
Providers can submit e-Consults which can replace the need for an in-person appointment with a specialist. Details are available on the Children’s Colorado Connect website. *Some e-consults may be billed to the patient or their insurance through CU Medicine.

Surgical Cases
Community surgeons utilizing operating rooms at Children’s Hospital Colorado can submit their cases easily for scheduling. Office staff can see cases scheduled at Children’s Hospital Colorado and track the patient’s location. Office staff can also view open slots in the Operating Room schedules.*

*This feature is coming November 12, 2023

For information about Children’s Colorado Connect, please reach out to your Physician Relations Representative, or send an email to ConnectQuestions@childrenscolorado.org.

Sign up for access at https://connect.childrenscolorado.org
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